
Local Hotel Protects its Emails 
with Green Radar

The client is a member of a prestigious local hotel group located at the heart of 
Singapore’s bustling main shopping and entertainment belt of Orchard Road. 
Featuring tastefully designed guest rooms and exclusive dining, the hotel provides 
gracious hospitality to its guests within walking distance to Orchard Road, a vibrant 
shopping, dining and entertainment district.

Challenges

With thousands of daily email communications with its customers, partners, and 
vendors, the hotel has exposed its company assets to ongoing and evolving email 
threats and attacks. 

The hotel realized that a comprehensive email security defense will be the key to 
successfully response and prevent email attacks and safeguard its valuable business 
information.

Solutions

Having reviewed multiple email security solutions during the past few months, the 
hotel opted to implement Green Radar’s comprehensive email security solutions to 
enable reliable protection against all email threats.

This effective ‘set-it-and-forget-it’ email security solution simplifies the complex 
integration process and provides an easy-to-manage platform which greatly 
improves the efficiency and reduces the workload of the hotel’s administrator in 
managing massive emails.
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Green Radar Offers
■  Email Security-as-a-service

■  Managed Detection and 
    Response (MDR) Services

■  Advanced Spam Detection

■  Advanced Phishing Links Scans

■  Sandboxing & Advanced    
    Malware Detection Capabilities
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How the hotel uses Green Radar

With grMail™ administrative portal, the hotel administrator performs daily routine of email administration with ease. grMail 
portal provides a comprehensive insight of email traffic, quarantine email statistics and most importantly a user-friendly email 
administrative interface to allow email administration to perform at a great convenience.

Green Radar’s unique aidar™ service also provides the hotel with much needed email security services. The email monitoring 
services, deep email analysis with threat hunting, have enabled the hotel with maximum email protection against the threats 
and attacks from malicious senders.

Why the hotel chooses Green Radar

The Platform
■ Comprehensive sender analysis
■ Sandboxing and anti-virus detection
■ Advanced spam detection techniques
■ Advanced phishing links scans
■ Email links isolation technology
■ Easy-to-use email administrative portal

Green Radar Team
■ Strategic and operational support
■ Premium aidar™ MDR services
■ Continuously updates and enhances the platform

Green Radar (Hong Kong) Limited 
18/F,  9 Chong Yip Street, Kwun Tong, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong
+852 3194 2200

Green Radar (Singapore) Pte. Ltd
2 Sims Close #01-11/12, Gemini@Sims, 
Singapore 387298
+65 6248 0600

Email: enquiry@greenradar.com

To Learn more about Green Radar, please visit: www.GreenRadar.com

About Green Radar
Green Radar is a next generation cybersecurity company which 
combines technologies and services together to deliver:
  
  Threat Detection for Emails
  Deep Threat Analytics and Response

Our Security Operations Centre (SOC) is using a Managed 
Detection & Response (MDR) approach which helps our 
customers to manage malware detection & response on emails. 

A member of Edvance International (1410.HK)

Results

■  Anti-malware and advanced threat

■  Prevent phishing attacks

■  Prevent user impersonation spoofing attacks

■  Prevent advanced spam campaigns
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Pain-free implementation, simple yet effective dashboard gives 
administrator a clear overview. grMailTM has effectively eliminated 
60% of the incoming mail which are real threats, leaving my company 
and client protected and staying productive.
- IT Manager, Hotel
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